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sizes or areas of objects can be very important. in this tutorial, we
will show you how to create and edit the sizes of objects in a tekla
structure model. the sizes of objects are used to control how the
objects are displayed in drawings and how they are handled during
assembly. object sizes are also very useful for controlling the look
of your assemblies, and the way in which they are manipulated by
other modeling tools. when designing a building, you need to know
where your windows, doors, and skylights will be placed. this
tutorial will help you create and edit windows, doors, and skylights
in a tekla structure model. when creating a new project in tekla
structures, you have the option to create a new project template or
a new new project template. this tutorial will help you choose the
right type of project to start your next design project. the tekla
structure plugin for autocad and tekla structures is now a fully
integrated part of tekla structures. as such, the tekla structure
plugin now fully supports both autocad 2016 and 2019. full support
for autocad 2016 includes the following features: t-columns,
connections, and fixed connections. plane tabs (axis-aligned,
perspective, 3d floor beams, column tops, and column legs. floor
connection tabs. weld joints and cracks. weld tabs. draftings.
circular arches and flanges. room and location detail lines. rebar
tabs. the tekla structures plugin for autocad can now handle larger
autocad structures. now, the plugin can handle whole drawings up
to 3 million objects and objects in the drawing in more than 150
megabytes of memory. this includes whole drawings and detail
objects. tekla structures now has the ability to scale and align
autocad drawings for easy inspection. this includes object resizing
and rotation of whole drawings.
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to support a powerful construction workflow, the interoperability of
the bim models with our engineering software is enhanced. the

new code-compliant rebar design intent created in tekla structural
designer relevant to slabs, foundations, beams, columns and walls

can now be effortlessly and accurately transferred to tekla
structures for effective detailing. this links to the powerful rebar

sets feature in tekla structures and reduces any misunderstanding
that may have come with previous methods of sharing the design.
now, you can use the best bim technology in the industry for your
structure design. tekla structure designer 2020 is the professional
bim tool that is cost effective, yet offers the latest technology for

the design of structures. tekla structural designer 2020
incorporates the latest design and engineering technologies. new

features and updates are included to make the most effective,
efficient, and user-friendly bim tool for the design of structures. the

latest version of tekla structural designer is bundled with many
new features, including the cost-effective integration of the latest
bim technology, and the use of the latest bim methodology and

standards. this tutorial shows how to create and maintain a virtual
folder on your windows operating system. the virtual folder is like a
folder on your desktop. it is a collection of items that you want to
organize in a specific way. like the real folder, the virtual folder
includes its own folder hierarchy that you can display on your

desktop. you can create your own virtual folders and organize all of
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